
The MD-1008 can be used in two different 
ways. You can assemble it into a full-size 
metal detector that you use while standing 
up-or you can convert it into a smaller,
hand-held unit for searching in confined 
areas.

Obey all laws. Using a metal detector is against the law in most parks. If you live in a city or town there 
may be local laws that tell you where you can use a metal detector. Always ask for permission from the
 property owner before you do any detecting on private property. Do not trespass.
When you find a metal object you may have to dig a small hole to retrieve it. Keep such holes as small 
as possible and fill them in neatly when you are finished.

Your new metal detector can start you in an exciting new hobby. The MD-1008 can be used to find missing
or lost coins, pieces of jewelry, and other metal objects. lt can also be used to hunt for relics from long ago
times.  And it’s fun too!!!

Insert a 9 volt alkaline battery in the body of the
meta detector .You will need a Phillips head (+)
screwdriver to remove the battery compartment 
cover. Attach the battery to the battery terminal
clip, making sure that the (+) and (-) terminals
are properly identified. Replace the battery 
compartment cover and re-insert the screw. Do 
not over-tighten. 
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1.Search Coil

2.Battery Compartment(On Back)

3.Body

4.Shaft

5.Handle

6.LCD Information Screen

7.Locking Ring(2)

8.Sensitivity Control

9.ON/OFF/Volume Control
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FULL-SIZE:Loosen the locking ring 
located on the metal detector body by 
turning it counter-clockwise.

Push the shaft straight into the locking 
ring until it stops.

4 5Turn the locking ring clockwise until
 tight to lock the shaft in position.

Now attach the handle to the top
end of the shaft by turning the
handle clockwise onto the upper
locking ring on the shaft.

HAND-HELD:lf you have assembled the 
metal detector for full-size usage you will 
need to do the following: Remove the handle 
and the shaft by turning the handle counter-
clockwise out from the shaft. Then turn the 
shaft locking ring counter-clockwise out of 
the body.
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The  LCD  INFORMATION  SCREEN  gives you an easy to see and easy to understand information center that shows you what the 
MD-1008 is doing. It is hinged so that it can be positioned in its protective housing, or opened for regular operation.
The LCD INFORMATION SCREEN consists of a rotating icon, 
a text message, and a battery condition indicator. It has a 
bright blue backlight to make it clearly visible, even in bright 
daylight.
While you are searching for a metal object the rotating icon will spin around.  When a 
metal object is discovered it will stop spinning. While the icon is spinning the text message 
will read "SEARCH." When a metal object is found it will read "METAL FOUND."
The battery indicator is a series of horizontal lines. When the 9 volt battery is fresh all 
of the lines are showing. As the battery power is slowly used up the lines will disappear one by one. 
When only one line is visible the battery is almost expired and should be 
replaced with a new alkaline battery before starting a new detecting session.

Turn the  VOLUME ADJUSTER KNOB all the way clockwise until it stops.

Hold the  MD-1008 so that the SEARCH COIL is held up in the air away from any metal objects.

To help your metal detector work at its very best you will need to follow a procedure called CALIBRATION. Please do the following:

Turn the SENSITIVITY knob all the way clockwise. It will make a loud beeping noise. Then turn the knob counter-clockwise Very 
slowly until the tone stops. STOP TURNING  the knob the moment the beeping stops. This position is the most sensitive detection 
setting. You may want to repeat this procedure a few times to ensure that you have adjusted the MD-1008 to its optimum, most 
sensitive calibration setting.

Move the metal detector close to a metal object and you will hear the beeping tone. You can use the VOLUME ADJUSTER knob to 
adjust the loudness to a comfortable level.

Now, swing the MD-1008 back and forth while keeping the search coil level and about 3/4"(2 cm) above the ground.

Move the search coil slowly. If you move too fast you may miss an object. The icon on the LCD INFORMATION SCREEN will be 
rotating and the TEXT MESSAGE will read "SEARCHING".

When the MD-1008detects a metal object it will beep and the LCD INFORMATION SCREEN icon will stop rotating. The TEXT 
MESSAGE will read "METAL FOUND."

You will find lots of bottle caps, metal pull tabs, and foil wrap. You should collect these and dispose of them in the garbage. Do not 
be discouraged. Keep searching and you will be sure to find rewarding objects.

DO NOT DIP THE SEARCH COIL IN WATER. THIS IS NOT AN UNDERWATER METAL DETECTOR. YOU WILL DAMAGE THE UNIT

 BATTERY INFORMATION
This unit uses 9-volt battery. Always use fresh batteries. Do not mix old and new batteries. Do not mix batteries of 
different types. Remove exhausted batteries and dispose of them properly. If this toy will not be used for an extended 
term please remove the batteries. Do not try to recharge a non-rechargeable battery. Rechargeable batteries are to be
 removed from the toy before being charged. Rechargeable batteries are only to be charged under adult supervision. 
Only batteries of the same or equivalent type as recommended are to be used. Do not take a battery apart. Do not short-
circuit the terminals. Do not dispose of batteries in fire- they may explode.
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In the beginning, many believe the beach is the best environment to start with to help 'get your feet wet' in the hobby! One reason is that this environment is 

generally cleaner and not cluttered to the point where you may be overloaded and confused with too many signals. It is also recommended that you dig and 

explore just about everything your detector finds here until you become familiar with your metal detector and as a result, more proficient in the hobby.

Remember always cover your holes in respect for the environment and for others, so there is no risk of anyone tripping or falling in the path you may have 

left behind!

Unknown to many, a great time to go hunting is right after a heavy rainfall when the ground is soaked. This is mainly because wet ground is a much better 

conductor than dry ground, so you have a greater chance of detecting more objects, more deeply than in dry conditions.

If you ever need ideas for locations to prospect or where the best areas may be when you're traveling, you will find that the internet, local libraries,  hobby 

periodicals and  many maps can all be useful resources.  Even old pictures, books  and postcards  can provide great tips  for finding  significant  places, 

historic buildings or parks.

If you'd prefer not to go alone, would like to meet other people who share your interests in the hobby, or if you're simply eager to learn some new tips and 

techniques, you may want to  join a metal detecting or treasure hunting club. lt's generally easier to hunt with a group than by yourself. The internet, yellow

 pages and/or your local hobby shop can usually provide some help and directions you for in this area.

Here are sone places you might try searching:

- around old houses, especially near large trees where people may have sat to rest.

- playgrounds in parks or around schools.

- along the grassy areas next to sidewalks.

- under grandstands.

- sites where annual fairs, carnivals or circuses set up.

- along beaches, or in grassy or sandy areas near swimming pools

- old homes or settlements.

- old ghost towns and abandoned communities.

- local areas where historic events such as battles occurred, or where troops may have traveled or camped.

- your own front and back gardens.

                                                                                                   

WHERE TO USE YOUR DETECTOR

RESPECT OTHERS! Always ask permission of the property owner before searching. Found objects are usually the property of the landowner unless you 

come to a different agreement. It is a good idea to check current local, regional or national laws.1f a find is of significant monetary or historic value you should

 report it to local authorities as ownership might automatically revert to the government, who may pay a "finder's fee."

RESPECT THE EN\/IRONMENT and be thoughtful! lt's generally wise to take an extra bag along for any trash you dig up. And it is good practice to remove 

and properly discard these findings instead of just burying them again.

Metal detecting is usually forbidden at historic sites and in  most parks. Check before detecting.

Sone municipalities may require you to obtain a metal detecting license and to display it while detecting. These are usually very inexpensive. Call your local

 town hall, city hall or municipal office.

Properly dispose of any trash you find when detecting. Do not leave it for other coin hunters to find.

When recovering lost items always make the smallest hole possible and return the ground surface appearance to the way it was before you started to dig.

Do not use a shovel to dig! I\Aany coin hunters use a small garden trowel and a flat bladed screwdriver. Probe gently to locate your target item. A brass rod 

with a smooth tip is useful to probe for coins because it will not usually scratch them.

When searching in sand you will find it easier to use a scoop with small holes. You can make your own with a well-rinsed empty plastic bleach jug into which 

you have carefully drilled a  series of l/2"diameter holes. Use sharp scissors to cut off the bottom of the jug and sharp the scoop. HAVE AN ADULT HELP YOU 

WITH THIS.

If the coins you find are encrusted in dirt and grime you should be very careful in cleaning them, especially if they are old and of possibly high value. Do not 

use harsh chemicals or abrasives. You might try and soak them for a day or two in olive oil and then rub them gently with an old towel to remove the dirt.

TIPS TO REMEMBER:
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In an effort to continually  improve and update our products,
specifications and/or colors may vary form the actual product,

  packaging or contents of this manual at time   pf printing.

Please retain packaging  in  for further reference.
This packaging has to be kept as it contains important information.
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